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The continuing crisis of Humanitarianism

After three years of consultations with some 27,000 people across 153 countries, the United Nations concluded that the international humanitarian system needed a major overhaul. This was the backdrop for the World Humanitarian Summit organized in Turkey this year. However, while some resolutions were made, many of the highlighted dilemmas remained unsolved. Despite humanitarian instruments and principles, humanitarian workers on the ground continue to face a situation that in many ways restricts them from doing their intended work. Use the course literature and case example(s) to discuss how contemporary emergencies with their complexity, protracted displacement, and new flows of forced migrants makes visible some of the limits of the humanitarian system. Discuss to what extent such limits to humanitarianism require new principles to be developed and new actors to be integrated in the humanitarian system. Provide an introduction where you explain how you want to solve the task, define important concepts and explain why you have decided to limit the task to some particular issues. Then structure the text around some important themes, and provide relevant examples.